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Q. 1) Read the given paragraph and correct the errors.
Incorrect

Correct

Suhas, Aayush, Sharvil but Amol played
street hockey.
They all put up roller blades and divided into
teams.
Suhas and Aayush’s team score three goals.
Sharvil and Amol’s team scored five goal.
everyone had a great time!
Q. 2) Rewrite each sentence so that the verb agrees with the subject.
a) We was all really hungry.
b) Is you ready for some games?
c) Mom were in the vegetable garden.
d) My favourite vegetables am spinach and carrot.
e) They is now in our grocery cart.
Q.3) Identify the parts of speech of the underlined words in each sentence.
a) The storage bin is stored beneath the bed.
b) I like to eat peas and corn.
c) My winter coat is very bulky, and makes it hard to buckle my seat belt.
d) I want to eat pizza now.
e) We have four cats.
f) She put a single rose in the vase.
g) Please pick me up at 10 o’clock.
h) The audience rose when the judge entered.
i) Sumit thinks his puppy is cute.
Q.4) Replace the underlined words with appropriate verbs and rewrite.
Alice lost the bread in the kitchen. Then she sprinkled Jam on it. Alice chewed
some juice too.

The school bus disappeared at the corner.
“ Alice, you will push the bus!”
So Alice quickly dropped her coat. She opened her books into her knapsack and
waited the bus.
“Here I reach!”

P.T.O.

Q.5) Read each riddle. Write the answer using one of the past-tense verbs from the box. One
has been solved for you.
a) I sat on the seat and pushed the pedals with my feet.
I went from my house to the park. What did I do?
I rode the bicycle.

b) I was shorter and weighed less last year.
My clothes were smaller too. What happened to me?
I ______________________________________________

c) I used my knife and fork.
Soon my plate was empty. What did I do?
I _______________________________________________
d) I got out some paper and a pen.
I thought about what to tell my friend. What did I do?
I ________________________________________________
e) I took a seat and waited.
I stayed in the chair until it was my turn. What did I do?
I ________________________________________________
f) I watched the conductor raise his hands.
I held the song sheet in my hands. What did I do?
I _________________________________________________

Present Tense
grow
know
come
ride
write
eat
tell
sit
sing

Past Tense
grew
knew
came
rode
wrote
ate
told
sat
sang

